Kissing Every Direction
(as in, "They were kissing every direction")

Top of the Map (north)

Southern Chilblains ; Each Inch Equals (map gauge, each inch=20 mi., for ex; south, bottom of map)

Moving the Water (east; Valier etc.) The Way Water Runs

Looking Like Wind (west)
Change from The Dog Bus: Last Bus to Wisdom

--in Butte, when Donny thinks of where they can go, he ends the chapter with: "To Wisdom." Next chapter immediately explains it's a town, see, in the Big Hole.
Tickling the Moon

--1st mention Igdrasil; subsequent, Ig wd have its work cut out to tickle the moan (thru this weather).

--moon on drive home from Ft. Peck; in Ig's branches as R (& Tom?) go to bathroom...

St. David's Autograph

The Memory Book

Autograph

* Greyhound Summer

Twelfth of Never (Johnny Ray song?)